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Abstract: As a typical representative of web 2.0, Ethereum has signifi-
cantly boosted the development of blockchain finance. However, due to the
anonymity and financial attributes of Ethereum, the number of phishing
scams is increasing rapidly and causing massive losses, which poses a serious
threat to blockchain financial security. Phishing scam address identifica-
tion enables to detect phishing scam addresses and alerts users to reduce
losses. However, there are three primary challenges in phishing scam address
recognition task: 1) the lack of publicly available large datasets of phishing
scam address transactions; 2) the use of multi-order transaction information
requires a large number of queries and computations; and 3) the extraction of
phishing scam address features relies on machine learning methods excessively,
which leads to the loss of practical meaning and is harmful to the research
of phishing scam addresses. This paper proposes a systematic phishing scam
address recognition scheme, to simultaneously overcome the three challenges
in phishing scam address recognition. In this paper, a systematic phishing scam
address recognition scheme is proposed to addresses these issues. Specifically,
due to the insufficient number of address tagged in the existing publicly
available Ethereum phishing scam address transaction dataset, we first con-
struct a transaction dataset involving over 10000 tagged addresses. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the largest dataset of tagged addresses for
Ethereum phishing scam detection. Then, we design a new heuristic rule to
implement feature extraction of address nodes by analysing the traditional
financial involved accounts combined with information specific to Ethernet
transactions. After that, a novel adaptive feature importance filtering method
is designed to adaptively adjust the filtering threshold based on the final
classification results, which reduce the feature dimensionality while ensuring
a certain detection performance. Finally, random forest is used to classify
whether the addresses is a phishing scam address or not. Extensive experi-
ments on real Ethereum datasets show that our approach (98.89% Precision,
98.35% Recall, 98.62% F1) achieves state-of-the-art performance.
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1 Introduction

The era of digital cryptocurrencies began with the publication of Satoshi Nakamoto’s paper
entitled “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” [1]. Since then, cryptocurrencies have begun
to flourish and have even become legal tender in El Salvador [2]. According to coinmarketcap.com,
there are now over 20,000 cryptocurrencies with a market capitalisation of almost a trillion dollars.
These cryptocurrencies are generated using blockchain technology. In general, blockchain can be
thought of as a secure and reliable tamper-evident ledger achieved through a consensus mechanism
[3]. It is because of its tamper-evident nature that blockchain technology is widely used in areas such
as transaction processing [4], drug tracking [5] and credit management systems [6].

But Ethereum [7] and Bitcoin [1], the most widely known representatives of blockchain technology
applications, have long been present in illegal activities because of their anonymity and financial
attributes. A secure, trustworthy and legal blockchain environment is an important foundation for the
healthy development of blockchain technology and countries are also paying more and more attention
to blockchain regulation [8].

Phishing scams have received a lot of attention due to their widespread existence, the large number
of victims and the huge amount of money lost. Phishing scam identification has become an important
research topic in the blockchain ecosystem as a technique to detect phishing scams and maintain
blockchain security [9], and has attracted a lot of attention from researchers. According to a report
by Chainalysis [10], phishing scams were once again the most prevalent form of cryptocurrency crime
in 2021, taking over $7.7 billion worth of cryptocurrency, with the Ponzi scheme Finiko netting over
$1.1 billion. These show that detecting and preventing phishing scams is already a pressing issue in the
blockchain ecosystem.

Traditional phishing scams obtain fiat currency by constructing fake platforms, obtaining pass-
words, telecommunication scams, etc. [11–14]. Then, they transfer the money obtained through illegal
means such as underground money changers for profit. Existing phishing scams on the blockchain
obtain cryptocurrencies by constructing fake platforms to obtain private keys, promising high returns,
etc. Then, they transfer the fraudulent money directly to profit by means of coin mixing, etc. [10].

Although the means of acquisition are different and the target of acquisition is different, both are
essentially the transfer of funds to the account. Therefore, we hope to draw on the traditional financial
research on illegal account fund transfer to achieve the detection of phishing scams on the blockchain.

Since Ethereum is one of the most popular blockchain platforms, with 14.8 transactions per
second and 700,000 active addresses per day [15], we use Ethereum as an example to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our approach. Specifically, we construct a transaction dataset with over 10,000 tagged
addresses, of which 3,634 are phishing scam address tags. Then, based on the features derived from
the analysis of traditional financial fraud accounts and Ethereum trading information, we designed
and constructed the features of each node and used an automatic feature culling method to remove
unimportant features while ensuring the stability of the metrics. Finally, extensive experiments were
conducted on real-world datasets to validate the model in comparison with other methods, to assess
the performance of the model under different parameters, and to discuss the effectiveness of these
features.

In summary, we have made the following key contributions:

• We constructed a transaction dataset with over 10,000 tagged addresses, of which 3,634 were
phishing scam address tags.

coinmarketcap.com
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• We designed 149 node features based on traditional financial account research, combined with
the features of Ethereum transactions and used a designed feature filtering scheme to remove
unimportant features while ensuring the stability of the indicators.

• We designed one that requires only first-order transactions of the addresses in question to
implement phishing scam address detection, and validated its effectiveness on real Ethereum
data. The method outperforms existing methods in all performance metrics (98.89% Precision,
98.35% Recall, 98.62% F1) and can be part of a user’s cryptocurrency wallet functionality as a
function to alert the user of potential risks when interacting with unfamiliar accounts.

The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the background of the research and
related work. Section 3 describes the overall design. Section 4 describes the experiments and Section 5
describes the conclusion of this paper.

2 Background and Related Work

Blockchain technology is the underlying core technology of cryptocurrencies [16] such as Bitcoin
and Ethereum. Blockchain technology is a comprehensive technology that combines cryptography,
distributed storage, cryptography and other technologies. The architecture generally consists of a data
layer, a network layer, a consensus layer, an incentive layer, a contract layer and an application layer
[17]. The development of blockchain technology is now generally considered to have reached the
third generation [18]. Blockchain 1.0 is represented by Bitcoin, whose basic function is to achieve
a de-neutralised digital currency. Blockchain 2.0 is represented by Ethereum, whose key feature is
the addition of smart contract functionality, which enables the writing of automatically running
programs on the blockchain. Blockchain 3.0 is still in development and lacks a unified consensus.
While there are various descriptions of blockchain technology, a blockchain is essentially an immutable
distributed ledger. It has become widely known in recent years as the value of cryptocurrencies has
risen and fallen wildly. While cryptocurrencies are only a small part of the applications of blockchain
technology, its immutable nature gives it a much wider scope for development. In recent years, more
and more researchers have taken advantage of its properties to use it in areas such as drug storage and
transportation [19], financial transaction ledgers [20], and identity and copyright authentication [21].
Governments are also investigating it for its immense practical value [22–24].

With the boom in blockchain technology, the security of the blockchain ecosystem has also
received a lot of attention. Among these, phishing scams have received significant attention from
researchers due to their widespread existence and the huge losses they cause. One of the earliest studies
of phishing scams in the blockchain was conducted by Vasek et al. [25] studied phishing scams in
bitcoin in 2015, where they found 192 phishing scams and determined that at least 13,000 users had
been defrauded out of over $11 million. Since then, more and more researchers have been working on
phishing scams in the blockchain and on ways to detect phishing scams in the blockchain.

Existing methods for detecting phishing scams in Ethereum are mainly divided into two types.
The former focuses mainly on the study of the behaviour of the phishing scam address itself for the
design of features. Chen et al. [26] extracted features from the transaction amount and transaction
time information of the second-order inner neighbours of the target node, designed to extract 219-
dimensional features, and then used an integrated algorithm based on lightGBM for classification.
The latter mainly uses graph embedding to obtain structural information. Wu et al. [27] designed the
trans2vec algorithm, designed biased sampling based on transaction amount and timestamp for the
sampling process, and then used SVM for classification.
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However, existing works do not go far enough into the study of phishing scams on Ethereum
and do not make sufficient use of information about conducting Ethereum transactions. In addition,
researchers have placed more emphasis on multi-order transaction information acquisition, with
greater demand for data, and have not fully mined first-order neighbourhood information.

3 Methods

The aim of our research is to detect phishing scam address on Ethereum. In this section we present
our overall solution, divided into the following sections: 1) the completely new dataset we constructed,
2) the phishing scam detection task we definited, 3) the feature extraction method we designed, 4) the
classifier we chose. The overall structure is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: The overall structure

3.1 Dataset
We obtained over 10,000 tagged addresses from the Label Word Cloud at Etherscan, of which

3,634 were phishing scam address tags. To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest dataset of
tagged addresses for Ethereum phishing scam detection. Although our current research on phishing
scams is still focused on first-order neighbours, given that existing schemes largely require the use of
second-order transactions, we build the dataset for all marked addresses second-order transactions.
We hope to contribute a new public dataset for phishing scam address detection. At the same time,
when we researched information on traditional illegal activities involving bank accounts, we found
that the relevant data is generally not publicly available due to security and privacy issues. However,
the phishing scam address detection dataset we provide does not have this problem as all transaction
data is in the public blockchain environment, so we hope to be able to provide data to support research
into the behaviour of traditional financial bank accounts.

3.2 Problem Definition
In this paper, because the Ethereum transaction network is naturally graph relational, we treat

Ethereum addresses as nodes and transactions as edges. The Ethereum phishing scam address detec-
tion problem is considered as a node classification problem. Let directed graph G = (V, E, X, Y, C),
where V denotes the set of nodes, E denotes the set of edges, X denotes the edge attributes, Y denotes
the addresses labels corresponding to the nodes, and C denotes if a node is a contract addresses. In
G, X ∈ R|E|×S where S is the size of the information available in the transaction. Each transaction
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contains 5 available messages, namely timestamp (trading timestamp), value (transaction amount), gas
(gas limit), gasUsed (final consumption of gas) and isError (whether the transaction was successful).
Y ∈ R|V| contains 3 labels, 1 for a phishing scam address, 0 for a non-phishing scam address, and 2
for an unknown address. C ∈ R|V| contains 2 possibilities, 1 for a CA (Contact Account) and 0 for an
EOA (Externally Owned Accounts).

The main objective of this work is to design feature fusion for nodes by analyzing the user features
exhibited by illegal activities in traditional financial bank accounts in conjunction with the features
of Ethereum transactions. The node fusion features XE ∈ R|V|×d, where d is the dimensionality of
the feature representation, are designed to characterize the behaviour of phishing scam addresses on
Ethereum while using only the first-order transactions of the addresses in question. At the same time,
the feature adaptive filtering module is used to remove unimportant features and to ensure that the
metrics are stable. The obtained node features are finally applied to the downstream Ethereum phishing
scam address classification task to achieve the detection of phishing scam addresses.

3.3 Feature Extraction and Filtering
We first looked at the information that each Ethereum transaction record can provide. In addition

to the five pieces of information that can be obtained directly from the transaction, the output
address can be obtained by querying the Ethernet on-chain data to see if the output address is a
contract address (out_ca). Of these six pieces of information, timeStamp and value are commonly
used in existing phishing scam address detection, while gas, gasUsed, out_ca, and isError are pieces of
information that existing detection methods ignore. We consider timeStamp and value to be a direct
match to the transaction time and amount in the transaction history of a traditional financial bank
account. Gas and gasUsed are related to the complexity of the operation, the user’s usage habits and
the platform used, which matches the different scenarios that may arise from the use of different banks
in traditional financial activities. We use out_ca to determine the different categories of transfer out
target accounts, which matches the different account identities in traditional financial activities. We
use isError to distinguish between successful and unsuccessful transactions that interfere with various
different data.

We designed features based on the following transaction features exhibited by illegal activities in
traditional financial bank accounts [28–30]: 1) decentralised transfer of funds in and out or centralised
transfer in and out; 2) complex flow of funds; 3) concealment of unusual transaction methods; 4)
diverse forms and large number of accounts involved. For characteristic 1, we designed features such
as the in_degree, out_degree, the ratio of in_degree to total degree, and the ratio of out_degree to total
degree to assess the transfer in and out. For features 2 and 3, we designed features such as maximum,
minimum and average of gas and gasused to assess the complexity of the money flow operation and the
different trading methods. For characteristic 4, we count the number of different output identities and
their maximum, minimum and difference values in different situations to assess the variety of account
forms. In the feature design, we considered comparison of validity with features extracted from existing
manual feature methods using the information timeStamp and value, and ultimately constructed 149
dimensional features per address, as detailed in Appendix A.

We designed the automatic feature culling method to analyse the validity of each feature in the
implementation and remove invalid features to achieve dimensionality reduction while evaluating
the validity of previously neglected trading information vs. that used in the original manual feature
method. We use the Gini_index of each feature to determine its importance, calculated as follows:
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Gini (D) = 1 −
∑|y|

k=1
p2

k (1)

Gini_index (D, a) =
∑V

v=1

|Dv|
D

Gini (Dv) (2)

where D is the overall dataset, pk is the probability of occurrence of the category k, a is a feature in the
sample, Dv is the sub-dataset delineated according to the feature a, and the smaller the Gini_index of a
means a higher degree of internal certainty of Dv. We rank the features according to their importance
and retain the top Q × q features of the remaining features Q at a time until there is a drop in
performance metrics over p, where q, p are hyperparameters, q represents the feature sieve factor and
p represents the performance threshold.

3.4 CLassifier
Classifiers are used to perform downstream classification tasks giving results while also providing

important metrics for feature selection. Many well-established and effective classification algorithms
are available, such as Graph Convolutional Network (GCN), Graph Attention Networks (GAT),
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression (LR) and Random Forest (RF). In the phishing
scam detection problem, we found RF to be more effective. So we choose RF, which uses decision trees
as the basic unit for classification by integrating a large number of decision trees, as our classifier. RF
uses the idea of Bagging:

(1) Multiple, replayed partial training samples are removed from the training set to become a new
training set.

(2) Using the new training set, multiple sub-models are trained.
(3) Using a voting method, the classification category of the sub-model with the most votes is

determined as the final category.

We use decision trees for combined judgement of design features to achieve detection of phishing
scam addresses.

4 Experiments
4.1 Method Comparison

To verify that our proposed method is more suitable for phishing scam detection tasks, we
compare the existing performance advanced phishing scam models trans2vec and DElightGBM. We
also compare with GCN, GAT, SVM, LR and other methods. The results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Method comparison

Precision Recall F1

trans2vec 0.87 0.89 0.88
DElightGBM 0.9735 0.9601 0.9668
Our-GCN 0.9023 0.9815 0.9402
Our-GAT 0.9181 0.9730 0.9447
Our-SVM 0.9693 0.8973 0.9319
Our-LR 0.9661 0.9447 0.9553
Our-RF 0.9889 0.9835 0.9862
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Since we performed the detection of phishing scam addresses, we believe that higher recall is
more important. It can be seen that among these detection methods, trans2vec and SVM perform
poorly, LR, DElightGBM and GAT have some performance, while our proposed Random Forest-
based one exceeds 98% in all metrics. This implies that the proposed scheme is fully capable of practical
application.

4.2 Feature Screening and Results Analysis
To ensure that the performance metrics of the method are stable while removing unimportant

features, we make q = 0.9. We keep the top 90% of features continuously for each round where the
difference between the metrics does not exceed p. For p taking 0.001, 0.002, 0.003, 0.004, 0.005, 0.006,
0.007, 0.008, we conducted the following experiments to verify the performance of the scheme. The
specific results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Effect of taking different values of p on feature screening for q = 0.9

Precision Recall F1 The number of the features

p = 0.001 0.9889 0.9835 0.9862 149
p = 0.002 0.9876 0.9848 0.9862 120
p = 0.003 0.9876 0.9848 0.9862 120
p = 0.004 0.9876 0.9848 0.9862 120
p = 0.005 0.9863 0.9890 0.9876 28
p = 0.006 0.9806 0.9766 0.9786 11
p = 0.007 0.9806 0.9766 0.9786 11
p = 0.008 0.9806 0.9766 0.9786 11

As can be seen from Table 2, when p is taken from 0.001 to 0.004, it is not possible to filter the
features effectively, limited by the high performance requirements. When p is relaxed to 0.005, the
number of features decreases significantly and all performance indicators remain good. When p is
greater than 0.006, the screening again remains smooth.

We have dedicated our analysis to the 8 most important features. The importance of these 8
features is specified in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Feature importance

As shown in Fig. 2, we can see that the Ethereum transaction information gas and gasused
contributed significantly to the classification results. The four most important features for the
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classification results are all related to gas and gasused. This is a good indication that our mining of
Ethereum transaction information is meaningful and successful.

5 Conclusion

In this work, our goal is to implement the detection of phishing scam addresses in Etherscan.
First, we collect labels of phishing scam and non-phishing scam addresses and their transactions from
etherscan, constructing a dataset of transactions with the highest number of tagged addresses so far.
Then, we design features based on the following transaction features exhibited by illegal activities
in traditional financial bank accounts. Finally, we use the adaptive feature censors to ensure that the
performance metrics of the method are stable while implementing the removal of unimportant features,
and evaluate each feature by feature importance ranking.

Extensive experiments have shown that our method achieves state-of-the-art performance, achiev-
ing high detection performance for low-dimensional features. In the future, we will progress to analyse
the specific meaning of the features exhibited by phishing scam addresses. In addition, the data will
be made public at a later stage in order to facilitate research in the field of phishing scam address
detection.
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Appendix A.

In order to distinguish between successful and unsuccessful transactions, inflow and outflow
transactions , we have constructed 24 × 4 features. We use the example of the outflow transaction
in the successful transaction (24):

out_degree: total outflow of transactions in the successful transaction.

out_money: total amount of outflow transactions in the successful transaction.

out_maxmoney: maximum amount of outflow transactions in the successful transaction.

out_minmoney: minimum amount of outflow transactions in the successful transaction.

out_interval_money: out_maxmoney-out_minmoney.

out_money_degree:
out_money
out_degree

.

out_begin: earliest timestamp of outflow transactions in the successful transaction.

out_stop: last timestamp of outflow transactions in the successful transaction.

out_interval: out_stop-out_begin.

out_money_interval:
out_money
out_interval

.

out_interval_degree:
out_interval
out_degree

.

out_avggas: average gas of outflow transactions in the successful transaction.

out_maxgas: maximum gas of outflow transactions in the successful transaction.

out_mingas: minimum gas of outflow transactions in the successful transaction.

out_avggasused: average gasused of outflow transactions in the successful transaction.

out_maxgasused: maximum gasused of outflow transactions in the successful transaction.

out_mingasused: minimum gasuesd of outflow transactions in the successful transaction.

out_intervalgas: out_maxgas-out_mingas.

out_intervalgasused: out_maxgasused-out_mingasused.

out_neighbour: total number of neighbours of outflow transactions in the successful transaction.

out_avgneighbour:
out_degree

out_neighbour
.

out_maxneighbour: maximum number of transactions for a single neighbour of outflow transac-
tions in the successful transaction.

out_minneighbour: minimum number of transactions for a single neighbour of outflow transac-
tions in the successful transaction.

out_intervalneighbour: out_maxneighbour-out_minneighbour.

In order to distinguish between successful and unsuccessful transactions for the transaction output
account identity, we have constructed 5 × 2 features. We use the example of the outflow transaction
in the successful transaction (5):

out_ca: total number of output transactions to ca in the successful transaction.
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out_eoa: out_degree-out_ca.

out_ca_interval: out_eoa-out_ca.

out_ca_out_degree:
out_ca

out_degree
.

out_eoa_out_degree:
out_eoa

out_degree
.

In order to assess the overall situation of the nodes, we construct the following 43-dimensional
features:

degree: total number of transactions.

ok_degree: total number of transactions in the successful transaction.

error_degree: total number of transactions in the unsuccessful transaction.

ok_degree_degree:
ok_degree

degree
.

error_degree_degree:
error_degree

degree
.

in_degree_degree:
total inflow of transactions in the successful transaction

degree
.

out_degree_degree:
out_degree

degree
.

in_error_degree_degree:
total inflow of transactions in the unsuccessful transaction

degree
.

out_error_degree_degree:
total outflow of transactions in the unsuccessful transaction

degree
.

ok_money: total amount of transactions in the successful transaction.

ok_money_degree:
ok_money

degree
.

error_money: total amount of transactions in the unsuccessful transaction.

error_money_degree:
error_money

degree
.

money: total amount of transactions.

money_degree:
money
degree

.

ok_money_money:
ok_money

money
.

error_money_money:
error_money

money
.

ok_maxmoney: maximum amount of transactions in the successful transaction.

error_maxmoney: maximum amount of transactions in the unsuccessful transaction.

maxmoney: maximum amount of transactions.
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ok_minmoney: minimum amount of transactions in the successful transaction.

error_minmoney: minimum amount of transactions in the unsuccessful transaction.

minmoney: minimum amount of transactions.

balance: total amount of inflow transactions in the successful transaction–total amount of
outflow transactions in the successful transaction.

interval: timestamp interval in the successful transaction.

error_interval: timestamp interval in the unsuccessful transaction.

ok_money_interval:
ok_money

interval
.

interval_degree:
interval
degree

.

error_interval_degree:
error_interval

degree
.

mingas: minimum gas in the successful transaction.

maxgas: maxmum gas in the successful transaction.

avgas: average gas in the successful transaction.

intervalgas: maxgas-mingas.

mingasused: minimum gasused in the successful transaction.

maxgasused: maximum gasused in the successful transaction.

avggasused: average gasused in the successful transaction.

intervalgasused: maxgasused-mingasused.

minneighbour: minimum number of transactions for a single neighbour in the successful
transaction.

maxneighbour: maximum number of transactions for a single neighbour in the successful
transaction.

avgneighbour: average number of transactions for a single neighbour in the successful transaction.

intervalneighbour: maxneighbour-minneighbour.

num_neighbour: total number of neighbours in the successful transaction.

ca: whether a contract address or not.
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